Realising The Vision Of A Sharing Economy In Real-Life
Transactions With Odyssey and Ducatus
Fostering a Shared Vision
With the flourishing digital economy comes a financial system that defies boundaries. Now,
more than ever, the agility that comes with innovation is increasingly apparent in business
transactions - such is the partnership between Odyssey and Ducatus.
To further its sharing economy vision, Odyssey has partnered with Ducatus to allow users to
transact using the Odyssey Coin (OCN) at Ducatus platforms, the first of which is the
acceptance of OCN at the Ducatus Café in Singapore.
Sophie Guan, Project Lead & Director of Odyssey Protocol Foundation said “we are very
thrilled to partner with Ducatus who share the same vision as us which is to enable the
usage of crypto currency in real-life platform. Ducatus Café will be our first merchant partner
to accept OCN as a payment mode in their café. Ducatus have very strong plans ahead and
we are more than happy to join them in their journey and to have them on ours.”
In harnessing a real global currency, Ducatus is creating an ecosystem that links Ducatus to
people and the various industries that serve their needs, from lifestyle, travel and
hospitality, to health, charity and more. It is powered by a combination of world-class digital
infrastructure, an extensive network distribution system and a suite of related CryptoEconomy businesses, including Ducatus Cafes in Singapore and Bali, and a projected 100
more franchises worldwide in the next 3 years.
Ronny Tome, CEO of Ducatus reinforces the importance of strengthening connections, “At
Ducatus, our greater goal is acceptance. And we see our partnership with Odyssey as
another step towards realising this goal. We believe that the more connections we make
with enterprises that share our ideals, the faster we can solidify our place in everyday
business transactions – from enjoying a cup of coffee to paying for a bike ride.”
With the new partnership, Odyssey and Ducatus aim to help more people advance to an
even better financial future, one that is inclusive, liberal, and empowering for all.

About Odyssey
Odyssey(OCN) is initiated by Odyssey Protocol Foundation, registered in Singapore.
Odyssey (OCN) ’s mission is to build the next-generation decentralized sharing economy & Peer to Peer
Ecosystem. Odyssey (OCN) aims to reduce overall operating cost, increase marketplace efficiency and boost
ROI of product & service providers in the Global sharing economy & peer to peer ecosystem.

